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Senior Judges Report
Name of Track

Rideau Carleton

Ottawa

Date

Thursday, 12 Jul 2018

Post Time

18:30

Weather

Race 1 - 10: Clear (Temp: 27 deg. C)

Track Condition

Race 1 - 10: Fast (Variant 0 secs)

No of Races

10

Total Entries

84/95

Mutual Handle

$121,127

Contact
Vet

Paddock
Meeting

Number of
qualifying races

Track
Maintenance Meeting

Investigator
Visit

Outgoing Senior
Judge Update

Senior Judge

Associate Judge

Associate Judge

Weber, Mike

Coles, Sharla

Frenette, Ben

Report on day’s events:
(Accidents, claims, fines and/or suspensions, objections and/or disqualifications, refunds and any other pertinent incidents) ….

Office:
 Review with Stephane Brosseau of 8th race at Kawartha on 30 June concerning
his urging in the stretch (AGCO rule 22.23.01 (b) (excessive action); the panel
partially accepted the explanation of Mr. Brosseau and did both explain the
urging rules and caution him against future incidents; no penalty.
 Review with Richard Simard of 7th race on 8 July concerning AGCO rule
22.05.01 (k) (failure to set or maintain a pace comparable to the class); the panel
partially accepted the explanation of Mr. Simard but did caution him regarding
fractions being comparable to class in future; no penalty.


Review with Guy Gagnon of 7th race on 8 July concerning AGCO rule 22.05.01
(k) (failure to set or maintain a pace comparable to the class); the panel partially
accepted the explanation of Mr. Gagnon but did caution him regarding fractions
being comparable to class future; no penalty.

 Review with Michel Allard rescheduled to 19 July as he was not racing at Rideau
this evening.
 Trainer of MUSSELSFRMBRUSSELS (Gary McDonald) requested a film review
concerning the breaks by this horse in each of the last two starts.
Races:
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 Stephane Lareau excused from two drives.
1. Clear.
2. Clear.
3. Inquiry on #5 ILL BEA STAR TOO (Mike Healey) before the ¼ mile pole
concerning AGCO rule 18.08.02 (leaving the course); #5 did go inside three
consecutive pylons, finished 8th and was place last (9th); no penalty to the driver
as the horse was visibly on one line and bearing into the pylons. Clear.
Video: https://youtu.be/wQuEZx064q8
4. Trainer of #1 COLLECTOR CLASSIC (Jacques Beaudoin) was informed that this
horse was scratched (Judges - ineligible) as it did not fit the condition (w/o
$4,000 (FM $5,000) last 5 starts not eligible). COMMISSIONER DALY #8 broke
before the start, was inside the fair start pole, had no broken equipment, pulled
up after the ½ mile and did not finish; #8 qualifies for performance (trainer
notified). Clear.
5. Clear.
6. Trainer of #3 MACH IMPACT (Jacques Beaudoin) was informed that this horse
was scratched (Judges - ineligible) as it did not fit the condition (Non-winners of
$15,000 (FM $18,750) lifetime). Clear.
7. IM THE PIED PIPER #5 was scratched (Judges – ineligible) as the owner
(Elavage Baie des Chaleurs) did not have a valid AGCO licence. Start delayed
due to #9 VIPER SELECT having a mauve saddle pad instead of the required
purple saddle pad for the race; no penalty to the trainer for delaying the start as
the colours were similar. Clear.
8. Driver of #1 LADY MY LUCK (Jacques Beaudoin) was cautioned that he was
marginally close to being in violation of AGCO rule 22.23.03 (a) (hands above
head in stretch); Mr. Beaudoin will adjust his driving technique. Clear.
9. Inquiry and driver’s objection, #2 TOOKALOO HANOVER (Donald Jobin) against
#1 PL LANCELOT (Guy Gagnon) in the stretch, coming off the turn #1 bears out
causing interference to #3 GUNNAR BOY (Brett MacDonald) and then bears in
causing interference to #2 who breaks (charted with an interference break), both
Mr. MacDonald and Mr. Jobin stated that they were interfered with by #1 who
finished 3rd and was placed 4th (AGCO rule 22.09). Mr. Gagnon will attend the
Judge’s office for a review concerning AGCO rule 22.05.01 (a) (change course
or position or bear in or out compelling another driver to change course). Clear.
Video: https://youtu.be/-n-GEk2mMX8
10. Inquiry on #9 ITS ALL WORTH IT (Jacques Beaudoin) who finished 5th
concerning AGCO rule 22.27 (breaking rule) past the ¼ mile pole; #9 did lose
ground and did not cause interference to any horses, no violations. Breathalyzer
retest. Clear.
Video: https://youtu.be/_YINjwvqrbE
Claims:
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 5 #4 DAPPLE APPLE (1 claim) for $8,750 by 9096-9205 Quebec, Inc. & Pierre
Mineault (Stephane Pouliot trainer).
 8 #2 MICHELLES DEUCE (2 claims) for $8,750 by Blake Curran (B. Curran
trainer).

